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Overview

→ NORM in Norway
→ Potentially acidifying rocks
→ When the risk is not accepted
→ Environmental hazards and risks
→ Ecosystem assessments in a multiple stressor environment
→ Economical consequences
→ Need for specialized knowledge
→ What is enough knowledge to base a decision on?
→ Conclution
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NORM in Norway

→ Based on the list of NORM-industries from the EU and IAEA, 
there are quite a few NORM-industries in Norway
→ Petroleum (oil and gas)
→ Minerals (titaniumdioxide, REE – potential future industry)
→ Metal mining and milling (molybdenum/Niobium smelter residues)
→ Fertilizer (phosphate industry)

→ Also several cases where natural processes caused formation
of NORM pollution or waste
→ Groundwater on the outside of tunnells
→ Acid mine drainage from abandoned mines
→ Potentially acidifying rocks 
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Potentially acidifiying rocks (PAR)

→ The absolutely largest volume of Norwegian radioactive waste is 
potentially acidifying rocks

→ Black shales with an acid forming potential
→ Chemically reactive, exothermic oxidative reactions

→ Contains a long list of heavy metals, including U and Th
→ A source of radon

→ Large potential for pollution and therefore a form of waste regulated
by the pollution control act and waste regulations

→ Relatively expensive and challenging to handle compared to other
types of rock
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When the risk is not accepted

→ As for most (if not all) regulators, we experience that the responsible party 
sometimes do not want to do expensive actions and try to find alternative 
ways to handle wastes

→ One challenge for the regulator is that PAR is «everywhere» and we are
depending on the entreprenours to act in accordance with legal 
requirements – not just to their best understanding

→ Wastes from nuclear installations, research and hospitals and so on are
accounted for, PARs are not necessarily accounted for

→ When the responsible party don’t think the hazards applies for their wastes, 
the search for alternative ways to handle wastes can cause unsafe ways to 
handle these wastes.
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Environmental hazards and risks

→ Potentially acidifying rocks has an intrinsic hazard with regards to the
chemical reactivity and potential for release of heavy metals and 
radionuclides

→ The risk from these wastes comes when the responsible party do not 
handle these wastes in a safe manner

→ Unsafe handling is any action that causes «fresh» PAR to be exposed
to oxygen and water

→ The consequences – leaching of uranium and potential exposure for 
biota to radiation
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Ecosystem assessments in a 
mulitple stressor environment

→ Important to work together with other
environmental protection authorities – mutual 
support and sharing experience

→ Exposure to heavy metals and acid causes more 
acute toxicity

→ Even though other contaminants are more acutly
toxic, it is still not ok to further contaminate areas 
with radionuclides

→ Modeling tools for multiple stressors are needed
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Economical consequences

→ Some remediation actions may be quite expensive
→ One case where PARs are under a road. Removal and 

rebuilding of roads are intrinsically expensive. 
Challenging geology – for instance quick clay

→ How to assess economical value of the
environment against the cost of remediation?
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Need for specialized knowledge

→ Complicated assessments with regrads to chemical
behavior of NORM

→ Varying degree of knowledge – not easy to find
qualified consultants for the enterprises

→ Challenging to communicate hazards, risks and the
need for necessary countermeasures
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What is enough information to base a 

decision on?

→ The foundation of a decision needs to be good enough to 
weigh the need for remediation actions against cost
(cost/benefit)

→ Again – how to assess value of the environment in itself

→ Demands in Norwegian legislation to sufficiently evaluate
the fact of the cases

→ Yet – it is also a legislative claim that even in cases where the
knowledge is somewhat limited, this cannot be enough to not to 
necessary remediation actions

→ Must assume that decisions will be subject of complaint – all 
involved parties need sufficient knowledge of NORM 
pollution and wastes
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The need to provide enough (and 

understandable) guidance

→ DSA has experienced that good and understandable guidance can save 

time and money

→ In the process of developing guidance documents. Used 

recommandations from IAEA, looked through our earlier cases. 

Requested and got input from international experts, other Norwegian 

Environmental Agencies and some selected companies that has had

cases with NORM handling and/or remediation earlier.

→ May be a little too detailed…
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Conclution

→ NORM remediation is: 
→ Challenging
→ Expensive

→ NORM remediation is necessary in some cases despite its challenges
and expenses

→ Must expect that the decisions will be subject to complaints
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Thank you for your attention

Points of contact:
Lene Valle, senior adviser, lene.valle@dsa.no
Ingeborg Mork-Knutsen, head of section, ingeborg.mork-knutsen@dsa.no


